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LARA Commission's Award Winning Director Sean Robinson to Direct Documentary

New York, NY, - August 29, 2013  - Today, OUTmusic – the LGBT Academy of Recording Arts
(LARA) announced that award winning director Sean Robinson  has been commissioned to direct the
Academy's music documentary film “For Which WE Stand (One Queer Music Nation In The Visible)
with the culmination of the 9th Annual OUTmusic Awards as the focused center piece of the film.

The Academy has launched its  to back the completion of the
film and live production of the 9th Annual OUTmusic Awards slated to take place MLK weekend
January 16th - 20th in Las Vegas, NV. 

In a recent interview Sean was featured in the Advocate Magazine and he's been pegged as one of
the best young directors to watch out for. "The 28-year-old might just represent the next generation of
filmmakers." 
Sean says, “I'm very excited to be directing this film, and with the success of this Kickstarter
Campaign, we will produce a socially and politically pro-active feature-length documentary film, that
will not only spotlight queer music culture, but will keep the torch of LARA burning, as the fight for
equality moves forward into the next era.”

Sean will be working alongside with his colleague Paul Warner
who will Produce this historical film and Direct the 9th Annual OUTmusic Awards stage production.

Paul Warner stated "I am honored to both direct the 9th Annual OUTmusic Awards and produce "For
Which WE Stand" as I feel strongly that the LGBT Academy of Recording Arts' mission is essential
to the LGBT equality movement" says Warner. "While experiencing considerable gains, there has
also been an escalation of bullying and continued discrimination, so the pursuit of equality is far from
over. Of equal importance, I am excited to  collaborate with music and media artists from all
disciplines whose passion for and undying dedication to their craft will shape our future cultural and
political landscape."

The film will feature live performances from the OUTmusic Awards with behind the scenes footage,
interviews with pioneers, recording artists, activist, industry executives and various creative industry



professionals.

Diedra Meredith, Chairwoman/CEO of LARA says, “I am equally honored to have Sean Robinson and
Paul Warner on board. This film and the live production of the OUTmusic Awards is integral to the
Academy's mission to document and archive our movement and history. Our goal is to create more
opportunities for LGBT recording artists and ensure that Queer Music Culture be included as an
integral platform in the music industry."

For more info go to:

www.outmusicawards.com

Follow on Twitter: @Outmusicawards

LIke Us On Facebook: @Outmusicawards

Sean Robinson's Work: 
www.thepuritans2013.com

About OUTmusic - The LGBT Academy of Recording Arts (LARA) - the premiere New York based
501c3 non-profit music and arts organization dedicated to the advancement of LGBT recording artists
in the media and music industry. The organization was founded in 1990 by life partners Dan Martin
and Michael Biello to give Queer artists a safe place to express their music and gender identity in all
beautiful ways. 
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